*Notice: The "location of homes" is an ongoing project of the Rhodes Jewish Historical Foundation. These were made available as an additional guide only. Total accuracy is not possible since some families changed homes, including business locations and business owners during that period.*

**La Fasana (Tlipolemou Street, along ‘Kale’):**
- David Levy – wife: Risula Capeluto, children: Azariah, Rahamin, Salvatore, Alberto
- Alberto Merdjian
- Samuel Benoun – wife: Perla Menashe (children: Caden, Rahamim, Jamila, Matilda, Reina, Aron, Estrella & Isaac)
- Mihail Amato (daughter: Viola)

**La Fasana (Tlipolemou Street, lower side):**
- Sharhon family (in “Cortiju Shahshirma”)
- Eliezer Soriano – wife: Mazaltov Franco
- Surmani family
- Moise Capeluto

**La Fasana (Via Bernardo D’Airasca):**
- Liachon Benun (had a small market next door to home)
- Ezra Hanan – wife: Marie Ventura (candy manufacturer)
- Moreno Hanan – wife: Bulissa Hasson (upstairs)
- Avner Fiss – wife: Allegra Hanan
- Avner Hanan – wife: Allegra Alhadeff
- Liachon Alhadeff (across the street) (daughters)
- Ruben Israel & (no children)
- Nissim Mallel – wife: Zimbul Habib (upstairs)(donated money for the Kehila Shalom upstairs “azara”) (children: Sarah, Diana, Moshe, Bili, Perla, Joseph & Alegra)
- Haim Levy
- Yeshua Benun – wife: Vida Turiel (children: Aron, Giacobbe, Alberto and Selma)

**La Fasana (Via Bonafacio Scarampi (upper side):**
- Nissim Alhadeff (daughter, Marie was Auschwitz survivor, moved to Africa)
- Perahia Alhadeff (son of Nissim Alhadeff)
- Yosef Huniu (butcher)
- Risula Franco Alhadeff
- Bohor Russo – wife: Hanula Israel (& 7 children)
- Yacov Franco – wife: Rica Revah (Risula, Diana, Nissim, Ruben)
- Bellina ? (survivor, now in Cape Town)

**La Fasana (Via Bonafacio Scarampi (lower side):**
- Yacov Cohen -- wife: ? Cohen
- Samuel Israel – wife: Sarah(?)
- Alhadeff family (“Linda”)(parents of Mussani Alhadeff)
- Bension Berro & Lunar Menashe (9 children: Yeshaya, Aron, Rahamim, Sarah, Samuel, Mordehai, Cadena, Assael, Asher)
- Samuel Angel & Bulisa Cohen (children: Moshe, Victoria, Alberto, Rica, Caden)

**Alibamia (Leonidou Rodiou Street):**
- Moshe Menashe
- Avraham Alhadeff (“shakir”)
- Yosef Behor Alhadeff – wife: Sarah Berro; 2 sons: Salvatore (moved to Florida) & ?